
These are the answers as best as we can provide them without knowing all of the internal 
workings. The short answer to all questions is that the entire normal workings of a very complex 
milk and dairy system, including how milk is priced at the farm level, have been turned upside 
down by the shift in the supply chain from institutional and foodservice to consumer packaged 
goods as families are all at home due to COVID-19 restrictions. 

1) Why can’t farms hold onto the milk until there is space available to receive and package
it or make products with it?

Farms have refrigerated milk tanks that hold only so much milk, usually a maximum of
two days worth (4 milkings) of milk. The milk is picked up every day or every other day.
Once the tank is full, it must go somewhere, or there is no place for the farm to store the
new milk their cows are producing. Cows produce milk no matter the market conditions
and must be milked twice a day. They can’t hold the milk until a situation changes.

2) Why not donate the milk to food banks?

Some of this is being done, but it is not a simple process and therefore limited. Farmers
have found food pantries looking for milk and dairy products, but they must find a
processor or handler to take the milk quickly before it has to be dumped because tanks
are full. Milk must be pasteurized and bottled before it can go to the food pantry or food
bank. Or, a maker of cheese or other products has to be located with space available and
a spot in the schedule to receive and process the milk for donation. It is very difficult to
do this with upwards of 200 to 300 loads of milk that was pushed out of the supply chain
in the entire Northeast region this week, and reports of even more than that amount
expected to encounter bottlenecks next week.

3) What can people do to help?

 If you are a consumer, please buy milk and dairy products. They are a wonderful
nutritional value for yourself and your family.

 If you are shopping in a store that is limiting milk, butter or other dairy product
purchases, ask the manager to consider lifting these limits and increasing their milk
deliveries or orders to keep milk and other dairy products in stock because you and
others are now buying for your families to be eating all meals at home.

 If you are a parent and see a school is not providing milk with grab and go meals,
work with the district to solve distribution. For example, talk to the school about
making half pints of milk available at a grab and go location once a week for families
to pick up so refrigeration is consolidated.
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 If you are a fluid processor with a half pint machine sitting idle, offer to use it for food
pantry half pint production or other means of distribution to families in need. The
USDA https://www.fns.usda.gov/tefap/emergency-food-assistance-program and
some states, like Pennsylvania (717-772-2688) have food surplus distribution funds.

 If you are a processor willing to open some capacity to process milk for food banks,
contact the local Food Bank system and let them know that because most food banks
have connections to the milk, but what they need is a connection to a processor to
turn it into something they can give to needy people. In addition to the food bank
system under Feeding America (602) 684-1360 / feedingac.org, there are private food
pantries like Blessings of Hope (717) 824-1227 / https://www.blessingsofhope.com/
that are looking for processors for milk that has been offered to them to keep it from
being wasted. Also Philabundance (Philadelphia area) has potential limited avenues
for upcycling milk (215) 339-0900 / https://www.philabundance.org

 If you are part of a state or federal regulatory agency, help by proactively channeling
funds for agriculture surplus to processors with available capacity to turn milk into
consumer packaged goods for food banks and pantries before it is wasted. This
problem will be with us for a while, so all hands on deck, there are people in need.

 State Depts. of Ag and Education could lift their enforcement of USDA fat-free and 1%
low-fat requirements on half pints of school milk for grab and go meals -- freeing
bottlers to streamline operations -- simply pasteurize and fill instead of the extra step
of separating cream. This reduces cream storage, making space for fresh milk from
local farms. Whole milk (just 3.25% fat) is healthier for children in their grab and go
meals for many reasons, including studies showing 2.5 to 3x the absorption of Vit. D
with its immune-building function and reduced risk of obesity.

 If you are a store manager or employee, consider working with a food bank to move
milk near expiration to those outlets to re-order more milk and lift the purchasing
restrictions knowing you have somewhere to go with extra milk for your shoppers.

4) What role does USDA and other factors have in the milk system backing up to the point
where farmers are forced to dump milk?

USDA is not ordering this, but since milk pricing is regulated for beverage milk (Class 1)
and then balanced with other uses such as cheese (Class 3), butter and powder (Class 4)
and yogurt or ice cream (Class 2), farmers are paid by how the milk is used by beverage
plants and other regulated “pool” plants that make other products in 11 USDA Federal
Order Milk Marketing Areas.
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Huge shifts are happening in the industry nationwide due to less use of dairy products for 
foodservice and the need for more retail consumer packaged goods. This has caused 
companies to use disaster clauses to end contracts in some parts of the country for 
products used heavily in foodservice. 

At the same time, consumer purchasing at retail increased. So, on March 25, USDA 
announced flexibility for milk to move between different Milk Marketing Areas under 
relaxed rules for this because consumers started buying a lot of milk at stores after 
schools were closed. This flexibility also allowed milk to move from “unregulated” plants 
that make only certain dairy products and have not historically supplied milk to beverage 
milk plants to be able to start supplying extra milk from their supply into the regulated 
Class 1 beverage plants without changing their status as a non-price-regulated plant. 

USDA also provided flexibility for milk “handlers” to have farmers dispose of milk because 
these changes exacerbated the ability to find space at plants to receive the new local milk 
as it was produced, but retained the “handler’s” ability to price that dumped milk at its 
lowest class value (4) on the system -- if they choose to include it in their “receipts and 
utilization” report -- so the farmers in that case could be paid something for that milk by 
spreading that lower price utilization over the Federal Order blend price for all the farms 
in that Milk Marketing Area for the month. 

5) Why are some plants taking less milk from farms?

Milk plants have receiving tanks or silos for milk and cream. The cream separated from
different types of milk (fat free, low fat, reduced fat, even whole milk has a little bit of
cream removed to standardize it to 3.25% so it is consistent throughout the year). The
cream is sold to other uses such as butter, chocolates, bakery fillings, whipping cream,
specialty soft cheeses, ice cream for example. A primary market for cream products is
restaurant and foodservice use, which is drastically lower due to COVID-19 restrictions.
Also, some candy makers have closed or cut back production because of labor issues,
market losses, as well as having trouble getting other raw materials like cocoa. Whatever
the combined reasons, cream is not moving out of storage and this creates a storage and
supply chain bottleneck. This means milk beverage plants have even less extra capacity
for milk storage if they can’t move their cream.

Also, some beverage milk plants ordered-in other raw milk supplies from other plants and
other regions when they saw supermarket milk sales were rising in the first 5 days of the
national emergency. Then stores -- around March 19 -- began limiting consumer
purchases to 1 or 2 gallons, so these plants then did not move as much milk as they
thought they would and began turning away local milk March 25-April 1.
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Milk that was turned away went to other product plants, primarily powder, and those 
trucks at some powder plants waited in lines of over 30 trucks at a waiting to unload 
before they could go back and pick up new milk. 

Add to this the bottleneck of cheese plants making primarily foodservice types of 
products now having far less orders and some labor concerns… they receive less milk, 
especially if they are working to switch their lines over to consumer packaged goods. 

It is unclear why there is a limit on butter purchases and a scarcity of butter in stores 
when cream is so readily available at fluid plants. It is believed that an equipment or labor 
issue may have slowed the processing of milk into butter and powder this week at a large 
plant in PA -- further complicating the issue. 

6) Why is milk being dumped when many stores are not well stocked with dairy products?

The entire food complex has gradually moved to more of a foodservice and institutional
model as people eat most of their meals away from home at school, work, etc. Suddenly,
everyone is buying consumer packaged goods to feed their families at home. The entire
supply chain is in the midst of a major shift it is unprepared for. An example: some
cheese plants make just pizza cheese, others make feta cheese, others make mainly the
type of sliced bulk cheese product or soft cheeses, these are examples of specialization
for the foodservice, restaurant, hospitality and institutional trade that has come to a near
standstill.

Some of these plants may have closed or are temporarily off-line shifting lines to make
consumer packaged goods. At the same time, plants that make consumer-packaged
goods may be at capacity or have labor issues that are reducing their capacity. Some of
these bottlenecks are temporary, others may be semi-permanent.

Milk plant employers also say they are also trying to take care of employees who are
stressed by concerns about the virus and thus unwilling to operate 7 days a week so that
they don’t lose even more employees who in some cases face issues finding a place for
their children as many daycares are closed and a spouse could be in an essential job also
such as health care. Add these factors up and you have additional bottlenecks.

7) Why are stores limiting purchases of milk and/or other dairy products like butter?

The domino effects were really set into motion when stores rationed milk purchases
early-on and refused to receive more frequent shipments of packaged milk for reasons
which include:
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1) Believing it was panic buying and not wanting to be 'stuck' with a perishable product;

2) Reduced manpower to handle more frequent or larger deliveries;

3) Desire to place limits and force consumers to make other choices of inventory
needing moved in other product lines;

4) Price management -- to manage the store’s overall payment obligation for monthly
utilization of milk by controlling how much of the milk in their contract would be
priced as Class I beverage milk after large amounts of Class I beverage buying
happened for the first 2 weeks of the COVID-19 restrictions. Dumping of milk
occurred as March utilization closed and into the start of April utilization.

Over the years, stores have gone from every other day delivery to 2x/week delivery
but did not revert back to more frequent delivery when consumers were buying more
from stores and less from foodservice and schools. When a plant that makes school
and store milk can’t operate fast enough on just one line and shorts a delivery to a
store, the store begins to ration what it has. On the other hand, when consumer-
facing stores limit purchasing simply to reduce their own risk, even more shockwaves
overwhelm the system also. In both situations, more milk is pushed into those cheese
and powder plants until they, too, are overwhelmed, and the milk has nowhere to go
for all the aforementioned bottleneck reasons converging, and others we may not
even know about. Those bottlenecks reportedly have overwhelmed the processing
space of powder and cheese plants on the East Coast, especially as some may have
reduced capacity due to labor shortages and cream being stored in receiver tanks
with no place to go.

8) Other domino effects.

Some milk plants shipping to New York City report problems unloading trucks at stores
there either because of manpower or other reasons. So, this packaged milk was rerouted
somewhere that newly-packaged milk would have gone.

Another part of this issue is that large plants in western states are geared toward large
foodservice contracts and export, as their markets dried up and contracts were canceled,
milk pushed East, especially when there was a high initial demand for fluid milk when
schools closed and people began buying for their families. Milk from other types of plants
and other areas is part of the reason bottling plants in some areas became full. When
stores began limiting consumer purchases, plants reported their store accounts were not
buying more milk and so the system backed up to where local milk could not be received.
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